Only from Mitsubishi Electric.
Flowing Curves That Offer New Dimensions in Space Design.
Mitsubishi Spiral Escalators

Graceful arcs flowing through urban space, Mitsubishi Electric's spiral escalators widen passenger perspective and add new form to the surrounding area. Spiral escalators are just one example of how Mitsubishi Electric is working to develop a more comfortable environment for mankind. The application of a pioneering design enables our escalators to follow smooth curving paths to their destinations.

As a unique technology that marks a new relationship between people and the spaces that surround them, we at Mitsubishi Electric trust that our spiral escalators are one signal of development toward more creative urban environments in Japan and throughout the world.
Here is a design that will immediately delight visitors as they ride in unprecedented elegance into your building. Spiral escalators at the entrance leave the ground floor with a wealth of usable space. The elegantly functional layout not only enhances the building’s attractiveness but also guides people smoothly into the building. Thanks to the inherent beauty of the design, you can expect your entrance to become the kind of place where discriminating people will want to meet, enhancing its reputation and adding to its value.
Installing Mitsubishi spiral escalators at both ends of the building or in two corners is a good means to increase the space efficiency of the central floor area. This arrangement easily lends itself to large-scale retail stores or art galleries and is ideal for places where people gather and where control of the pedestrian traffic flow is particularly important.

The corner wall surfaces can be used to announce events or meetings, for making suggestions to visitors, or for eye-catching decorations.
A well-designed, largely open space in the center of your building will give it the mark of superior taste while providing visitors the impression of a wide field of vision. Riding on a Mitsubishi spiral escalator, visitors can easily view the surroundings, enjoy window shopping, and read the advertisements or notices of the building’s tenants. Even greater space utilization and elegance can be achieved by installing Mitsubishi observation elevators next to our spiral escalators.
This design, symbolic of a wide space, dramatically presents a broad field of vision. It creates a place where people can stop, rest, and communicate with each other, much as they do in a lobby or other comfortable public place. The second-floor bridge connects two buildings and provides a refreshing view for visitors.
MULTIPLE PLAN

Providing an elegant image for city planning in the future, the Multiple Plan creates fantastic and graceful space. By its arrangement of spiral escalators in a continuously rising pattern, it achieves a panoramic view never before attainable. And with a spiral escalator standing at each floor like a spectacular art object, this plan is ideal for office buildings and hotels with tenants on the lower floors.